Dear Friends and Colleagues,

On June 12-13, 2017 the City of Kaunas will host the 24th ECAD Annual Mayors’ Conference “Safe Cities Without Drugs. Preventing, Protecting, Policing”.

It is our great pleasure to invite you to participate in this important conference and to share successful examples of prevention, discuss common problems and find common solutions.

Safe cities without drugs are the cities preventing effectively, policing crime, protecting the citizens and their health.

Contribution of every single specialist, expert and politician is crucial, as every decision influences us. All the decisions together shape the drug prevention policy.

I believe that dedicated and strong people and timely investment into primary prevention can give results.

Among our guests I welcome European cities’ Mayors and politicians, representatives of police, civil servants, addiction specialists, medical practitioners, - all having a possibility to share their knowledge.

I wish you to discover in Kaunas the formula of success in reducing the abuse of illicit substances in our communities!

Mayor of KAUNAS  Visvaldas Matijošaitis
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ECAD 24th MAYORS’ CONFERENCE
SAFE CITIES WITHOUT DRUGS

GENERAL INFORMATION
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA | JUNE 12-13, 2012

Conference:
- June 11: Arrivals, rooms available for national network and other meetings.
- Evening: Welcome reception for those who arrived
- June 12-13: Conference program

The venue:
Kaunas City Municipality, Grand Hall, Laisves av. 94

Accommodation:
The Kaunas Hotel (single room with breakfast 55 € + 0.50 € a pillow tax per night) Deadline for booking at this rate is May 1, 2017 (www.kaunashotel.lt).
Best Western Santaka Hotel (single room with breakfast 45 € + 0.50 € a pillow tax per night) Deadline for booking at this rate is April 1, 2017 (http://santakahotel.eu/LTKaunas).

Room reservation:
To book your rooms at the hotels, please contact the chosen hotel, quoting that yours is an ECAD booking:
www.kaunashotel.lt or http://santakahotel.eu/LTKaunas

Conference booking:
Conference booking form soon available at www.ecad.net

Languages:
The conference language is English

Travel:
Nearest airports:
Kaunas Airport, www.kaunashotel.lt
Vilnius Airport, appr. 100 km from Kaunas.

To get to Kaunas from Vilnius take a train or a bus:
For buses: https://www.autobusubilietai.lt/ and Vilnius bus station: https://autobusstotis.lt

More information at www.ecad.net

Welcome to Kaunas, Lithuania!